Abstract-Recommender system is widely used as an important tool in various fields for effectively dealing with information overload, and collaborative filtering algorithm plays a vital role in the system. However, such system is highly vulnerable to malicious attacks, especially shilling attack because of data openness and independence. Therefore, detecting shilling attack has become an important issue to ensure the security of recommender system. Most of existing methods for detecting shilling attack are based on rating classification features and their limitation is that they are easily to be interfered by obfuscation techniques. Moreover, traditional detection algorithms can not handle multiple types of shilling attack flexibly. In order to solve these problems, in this paper, we propose an outlier degree shilling attack detection algorithm based on dynamic feature selection. By considering the differences of user choosing items and taking user popularity as a detection metric, as well as using information entropy to select detection metrics dynamically, a variety of shilling attack models can be dealt with flexibly. Experiments show that the algorithm has stronger detection performance and interference immunity in shilling attack detection.
INTRODUCTION
As an information filtering technology, recommender system plays a role with importance increasing and has become an effective way to deal with information overload. Typical recommendation approaches, including content-based recommendation [1] , collaborative filtering recommendation [2] , knowledge-based recommendation [3] , hybrid recommendation [4] , have been widely used in large ecommerce websites such as Taobao, Amazon, Google News, etc. A good recommender system can provide users with relevant interesting items and thus bring more economic benefits to merchants. Not only has now research on recommender system become a popular research field in academia, but also many companies, such as Netflix and Alibaba, have set up their own research teams in order to improve the accuracy of their own recommender system.
At present, recommender system is faced with many problems such as data sparse [7] [8] , poor scalability, cold-start [9] , security [10] , etc., and the security will be the focus of this paper. The openness can reflect user's preference through rating, which provides data foundation for recommendation. However, because of the openness some junk information could be inserted into the system by malicious users and thus influence system's behaviors, like, in recent years, popular network part-time jobs "brush credit" and "brush praise". This phenomenon is called aggression behavior of malicious user [11] , profile injection attack [12] or shilling attack [13] . Facing with shilling attack, traditional collaborative filtering recommender system shows their vulnerability that is attackers can change the predictions of some target items when the system has no protection. The inserted junk information causes a decline in accuracy and reliability of the system. Detecting shilling attack can be regarded as a binary classification problem between normal users and attackers. When it comes to classifying attackers, most current classification features are relative to user ratings, and the corresponding classification features, which can differentiate normal users and fake users, could be found by detecting how they rate certain items. However, there are some problems in classification features based on ratings: (1) Misjudging a user as an attacker easily; (2) When attacker's ratings are camouflaged and not the same as the normal shilling attack models, it will result in low detection accuracy, and the current detection metrics are useless for various changes of shilling attack models.
In order to solve above problem, this paper starts from dealing with the user's selection of rating items. Since normal user has certain needs to choose items --item popularity is generally follow long tail effects, thus we can use the user's popularity [21] as a metric to detect the shilling attack. And by using information entropy effective detection metrics can be selected dynamically; the most effective metric helps to calculate user's outlier degree [22] and then we can detect attackers. Taking detection mistakes into account, we propose a new method which can get the intent and target items of shilling attack through analyzing suspected users, and remove abnormal users, users always give good reviews or bad reviews, based on the information we get.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) Combining user's popularity with conventional classification features based on ratings as detection metrics to improve the accuracy of shilling attack detection. (2) Using information entropy to dynamically select metrics to adapt a flexibility in coping with various attack models. (3) Using metrics selected dynamically to calculate user's outlier degree and detect attacker.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the research background. In Section 3 we propose an outlier degree shilling attack algorithm based on dynamic feature selection, and then we introduce the experiment and analyze experimental results in Section 4. Finally we conclude with a summary and future work in Section 5.
II. BACKGROUND
Due to that the accuracy of collaborative filtering recommendation depend on a large amount of user data and the open nature of recommender system, so that attackers can inject fake profiles into the system with a little cost and maximize their interests by affecting the prediction results with the attack profiles, . Shilling attack contains two intents: (1) increase the recommendation frequency of target items, namely push attack; (2) reduce the recommendation frequency of target items, namely nuke attack.
The research on shilling attack mainly includes attack detection and robust recommendation algorithm of defense. This paper is to analyze algorithms of shilling attack detection, and there are two main categories: based on supervised learning and unsupervised learning.
Research on shilling attack detection has been fully developed. Chirita et al. [14] proposed using statistical metrics, such as the degree of similarity with top neighbors, rating deviation from mean agreement (RDMA), to distinguish genuine profiles and attack profiles. This method performs very well in the detection on the attack profiles of high density filling but not great in low density filling. Mehta et al. [15] [16] believe that the information in recommender system mainly depends on genuine profiles and they used principal component analysis technology to filter attack profiles. Then, they proposed a PCA-Var Select detection that can effectively detect multiple attack types. Li Cong et al. [17] constructed a corresponding object function for genetic optimization through qualifying the group effect of attack profiles and combined it with Bayesian inference in the process of genetic optimization, which is an new unsupervised algorithm for detecting shilling attack -IBIGDA. To some extent, IBIGDA reduces the dependence on prior knowledge, but it still assumes that the number of attack profiles is less than genuine profiles and obtain higher precision with sacrificing recall. Chung et al. [18] proposed a detection algorithm based on Beta distribution, namely Beta-Protection, to detect attack profiles. BetaProtection has better detection performance when it meets certain conditions: the number of ratings is extremely small, the rating value is extremely small or extremely large.
According to the existing researches, the existing unsupervised algorithms for detecting shilling attack only rely on one solid feature and take it as a detection metric of attack profiles. This kind of single detection metric is difficult to ensure the accuracy under different attack scenarios and its inflexibility causes problems when nre attack strategies appear. .
In order to improve accuracy and interference immunity of the detection algorithm, first we use rating metrics and popularity-based metrics in the literature [19, 23] as a feature candidate set of detecting shilling attack; the second step uses information entropy to dynamically select five features; the third step is to use selected features to calculate user's outlier degree and find out suspected user; the fourth step is to judge the user regarded as a attacker by mistake, analyze suspected users and get the intent and target items of shilling attack. After these steps, we can remove users who do not meet the intent and target items from suspected users so as to determine real attacker. we will illustrate the feasibility and superiority of this algorithm through experimental results.
III. AN OUTLIER DEGREE SHILLING ATTACK DETECTION ALGORITHM BASED ON DYNAMIC FEATURE SELECTION

A. Definition
Item popularity: the rating frequency of item in the recommender system. refers to the item popularity of item i.
User popularity vector: a vector of the item popularity and the item has been rated by user.
Each element in user popularity vector is a user's item popularity, and k refers to item k rated by user.
Mean of user popularity degree(MUPD): the mean of elements in user popularity vector. The specific formula as follow：
refers to the popularity of item i in user popularity vector.
Range of user popularity degree(RUPD): the difference between the maximum and minumum of item popularity in user popularity vector. The specific formula as follow： = −
and refer to the maximum of item popularity and the minimum of item popularity in user popularity vector.
Attack Profiles: In general, each attacker's rating vector consists of four parts: a set of selected items ( ⊂ ), a set of filler items ( ⊂ ), a set of target items ({ } ⊂ ) and a set of unrated items ( = − ( ∪ ∪ { })). Attack size: the ratio of the number of attack profiles injected into the system to the total number of user profiles.
Filler size: the ratio of the number of items reted by users to the total items in the system.
The function has four parameters: item set( ), user set( ), target item set( ), and a set of other parameters(Φ).
Random attacks: rate a subset of items randomly around the overall mean vote.
Average attacks: rate a subset of items randomly around the mean vote of every item.
Bandwagon attacks: rate a subset of items randomly around the overall mean vote, and some highly popular items are rated with the maximum vote.
Segment attacks: rate target items highest (or lowest) score, the most relevant items with the target items highest (or lowest) score, and items filled lowest (or highest) score.
B. Construction of Detection Features of shilling Attacks
Based on the user popularity indicators introduced above, this paper cites the 10 user rating indicators defined in the literature [19, 23] The essence of the attack detection problem is a two-class problem, namely classifying normal users and attackers in the user dataset. However, the classifier with the machine learning method have poor flexibility, and they can only work on a particular attack type. And if all the feature attributes are selected to implement the training machine learning model, the classifier will be too complex, which will seriously affect the efficiency of the classifier.
Therefore, in order to improve the flexibility of classifier, especially in the case of dealing with unknown types of attack, this paper proposes a method to dynamically select a set of feature subsets according to the training set, and then perform the attack detection based on this set of feature subsets. 
C. An Outlier Degree shilling Attack User Detection Algorithm Base on Feature Vector
we get a subset of features through dynamic feature selection algorithm based on information entropy. In order to detect the attack user, this paper proposes an outlier degree detection algorithm based on feature vectors. According to the subset of features, we can get the feature vector of each user. Moreover, the features in the feature vectors are the attributes that have high classification ability for the attackers in the dataset. There is a difference between the feature profiles of normal users and attackers.Therefore, we can use user's feature vectors to determine whether he is an attacker.In this paper we use the Euclidean distance to measure the outlier degrees of the user's feature vectors，then mark user with outlier degree as a suspected user.
When it comes to the detection of attacker, we can find out attacker who deviates from the normal user's profile by his outlier degree. The specific formula of calculating outlier degree is as follow :
refers to the feature vector of user a, and refers to the feature vector of user b. a user whose outlier degree exceeds a certain threshold can be marked as a suspected user.
Input: The dataset of user ratings Output: The set of attackers For in all U do: Cconstruct user's feature vector.
Calculate user's outlier degree:
End for List users in descending order by their outlier degree; Select 20% users with the highest outlier degree to form suspected user set ℎ ;
IV. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we introduce the dataset, the setup and objectives of the experiments, and analyze the experimental results.
A. Data description
We use the MovieLens 100K dataset in experiments, which is a popular dataset used by researchers and developers in the field of recommendation. The dataset contains ratings from 943 users on 1,682 movies. Furthermore, we write spider program to get the required data about the introduction information of movies (for item similarity) and the communication messages between users (for trust relationship). The dataset contains 19194 communication messages between 4932 users. The rating records are integers from 1 to 5.
In order to verify the accuracy of the recommendation algorithm, we use 5-fold cross validation. The attacking users in the experimental data set are generated through simulation experiments. According to the principle of the attacking attack model, artificially generated attacking user data is generated in the original data set.
B. Evaluation Metric
In our experiments, we first use the following evaluation indicators to determine the parameters of our methods, and then we use the indicators to analyze and compare our proposed methods with other two in literature.
In the experiment, two types of user profiles will be included, one is the real user profile and the other is the profile of attack user. Detect shilling attack users can be seen as a two-class problem. Therefore, the test results can be represented by the confusion matrix shown in Table 1 . Negative represents the real user profile, and Positive represents the profile of the attacked user. This paper, we use the accuracy to evaluate the performance of shilling attack detection algorithm and accuracy formula is defined as following:
C. Feasibility analysis based on item popularity characteristics 1) Analysis MUPD
MUPD can effectively partition the type of attack that there is no select item in the user attack profile vector, including the random attack model and the average attack model. Because the filled item is selected randomly in these two types of attacks, the probability of each item selected come to be equal, and the distribution of popularity of the item belongs to the long tail distribution. Therefore, the mean of user popularity vector will be very low in the general appearance of the attack users generated by the random attack model and the average attack model. As shown in Figure 2 . As shown in the table 2, the suspect attack user set is set to top 20%. Because of taking the cost of attack into account , the attack size won't exceed 20%. The suspect item set is set to 3, that is, the three items with the highest rating deviation are selected as the suspected attacked item set. Filler size is set to 5% or 10% or 15% respectively and Attack size is set to 3% or 5% or 10% respectively. size of Feature subset F ' is 6, because according to the existing shilling attack detection algorithm, selecting three appropriate rating-based metrics can provide good detection results, so here we choose three rating-based metrics that have best detect ability, and then combine three popularity-based metrics as the result of feature subset.
E. Verification the Performance of shilling Attack Detection Algorithm Based on Dynamic Feature Selection and Outlier
In order to verify the performance of our method, experiment compares with the classical feature-based select method PCA-VarSelect algorithm proposed by Mehta et al. In order to distinguish this algorithm from the comparison algorithm, our method named outlier-based method, and the detection algorithm proposed by Mehta is named pca-based method. As shown in Table 2 and Table 3 , the outlier-based method and the pca-based method have high accuracy in the detection results of the random attacks and the average attacks. And even if the filler size and attack size is small, both methods can identify the attack user and the accuracy rate is more than 90%.However, the accuracy of outlier-based method proposed in this paper has a slightly higher than the pca-based method. Considering the combination of any attack size and filler size, the average accuracy of pac-based method is 0.9456, while outlier-based method is 0.9864.Though there are a improvement in 5%, but when the filler size is fixed, outlierbased method become relatively stable as attack size increasing, while a accuracy increased in pac-based method. What causes this phenomenon is that pac-based method, when attacker size increases, can do better in identifying the feature between attackers and normal users, but outlier-based can identify the feature very well even if attacker size is small. As shown in Table 4 , the pca-Based method has a lower accuracy when the attack size and filler size is smaller. Because the amount of positive and negative sample data in the data set, the effect of the pca-based method only using the user rating index is not good. For small-scale attack, outlierbased methods can be well identified. Moreover, outlier-based methods are significantly more efficient than pca-based methods for Bandwagon attack model and segmentation attack models, which proves that the proposed attack detection method has a good efficiency. For combination of any attack size and filler size, the average accuracy of pac-based method is 0.9837 and outlier-based method is 0.8905, which there has a improvement in 22%. We conclude that when user popularity is added, outlier-based method can identify a more complex attack model, while pac-based method has no such good performance.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper combines traditional score-based attack detection indicators with user popularity-based attack detection indicators to build vectors based on user popularity and average indicators with utilizing feature subsets selected by PCA based on user's average indicators; Vectors are used to calculate the degree of user's outliers, and the degree helps us mark the outlier users as suspects. Considering odd-looking users in system, we can find out the real attacker by analyzing the score of suspects, judging the intent of attacker and removing the users who dissatisfy the intent.
Through comparing experiment results, we can see the outlier-based attack detection algorithm based on dynamic feature selection has high accuracy and can be adapted to the different attack models flexibly in the system.
In the future work we will: (1) Finding the attack detection features from other perspectives, (2) Integrating existing feature indicators more effectively to find out more feature indicators, (3) building the attack defense from two levels by combining the attack detection method and attack defense robustness algorithm
